Position Title: Senior Database Administrator
Location: Fort Carson, CO
Security Clearance Requirement: Secret
Schedule: Full-time, M-F
Shift: 8am-5pm
Travel: Local area only
ESM is seeking a Database Administrator to join a dynamic team responsible for the maintenance,
improvement, cleaning, and manipulation of data in a HR business system. Work with the business's
requirements analysts, software engineers, and system administrators to comprehend and aid in the
implementation of database requirements, analyze performance, and troubleshoot any existent issues.
PRIMARY DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:




Play a key role in the development and deployment of innovative data processing.
Define and build the data pipelines that will enable faster, better, and data-informed decision-making
within the business.
Support software developers, database architects, data analysts, and data scientists on data
initiatives and ensure optimal data delivery architecture is consistent throughout ongoing projects.

REQUIRED EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:





Bachelor of Science in Computer Science or Engineering or equivalent work experience
Experience with data integration or data management work
Experience with manipulating, processing, and extracting large disconnected datasets
Experience with data cleansing

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS:





Must be a U.S. Citizen
CompTIA Security+
Oracle Database certification
Active Security Clearance at the Secret level

HIGHLY DESIRED SKILLS:





Experience with supporting and working with cross-functional teams in a dynamic environment
Ability to work independently and address ad-hoc challenges
Ability to explain advanced concepts to team members, users, and clients -Possession of excellent
oral and written communications skills
Possession of excellent problem-solving skills

COMPETITIVE COMPENSATION PACKAGE:
We offer a competitive benefits package that includes: Paid Holidays, Paid Time Off, medical, dental and
vision insurance, life insurance, long-term disability insurance, and a 401(k) plan.

DISCLAIMER: This information has been designed to indicate the general nature and level of work performed by employees
within this classification. It is not designed to contain or be interpreted as a comprehensive inventory of all duties,
responsibilities, and qualifications required of employees assigned to this position.

